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Sep 22, 2019 Category: 3D imaging softwareQ: Is there a built-in solution for MongoDB scale-out? After playing with MongoDB and having a couple of similar needs, I would like to scale it up to use more machines/servers. Here are the two main questions I want to ask: Am I
correct thinking that there isn't any built-in solution for it? What are the best practices to do so? The same technique we have in MySQL (Automatic replica set setup, Master/slave etc)? A: For question 1, yes and no. MongoDB does scale out by having a single instance that has

multiple processes running on the machine. I'm not aware of anything built in that allows you to have multiple MongoDB instances on a single machine. There was a discussion on the mongodb-user mailing list a few months ago about this and in the end it wasn't decided to include
this functionality. For question 2, I think your understanding of scale out is a little off. Scale out is about having multiple processes with multiple instances each having multiple processes on them. Thus, you don't want to do automatic replica set setup or otherwise auto-balance the
load but rather want to manually adjust the number of processes and instances (servers). MongoDB (and other databases) have very good tools for doing this: Fairly trivial if you want to manually start and stop instances in the background Tensy PyMongo ZeroDB Cloud Manager
Any of the many monitoring/load balancer tools for MySQL and other databases A: Yes there is. I use it for my cluster today. 11-year-old boy holds first tryout for U.S. baseball team This is an archived article and the information in the article may be outdated. Please look at the
time stamp on the story to see when it was last updated. 11-year-old held tryouts for U.S. baseball team GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. (WZZM) – A Bay City dad gave his 11-year-old son an opportunity he would never have gotten himself. They were in Grand Rapids at the Bausch &

Lomb Tournament for kids ages 7 to 17 at the Hill Auditorium. Dan Juntunen had no idea that 11-year-old Daniel would
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